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ABSTRACT
After a few 'historical' remarks related to the evolution of

our knowledge on nuclear shape effects, recent events in super-
deformation studies are commented from the point of view of their
general importance for nuclear physics.

1. HISTORICAL REMARKS

It has already been a long time since the image of a deformed

atomic nucleus has been accepted despite an apparently contradicting

concept of rotationally invariant nuclear forces. The related ideas

of spontaneous symmetry breaking1] advocated by Copenhagen School

have found their further extensions into the realm of the octupole-

type nuclear distortions2] which, in reference to the body-fixed

coordinate frame, manifest spontaneous parity breaking in some

nuclei.

In the meantime, a concept of an average nuclear field received

an important microscopic foundations based on the Bethe-Goldstone

approach 3] to the problem of infinite nuclear matter. The average

nuclear potential not only becomes an appealing way to imagine

nucleonic behavior in nuclei but also, with the advent of the so-

called Strutinsky energy theorem1*] some 20 years ago, it provided an

extremely important tool for calculating the total nuclear energy at

various nuclear shapes. The corresponding theoretical techniques

became so powerful that they enabled predicting, before(!) the

arrival of the experimental evidence, the existence of exotic super-
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deformed high-spin configurations5], the octupole-shape suscepti-

bility6] in the neutron rich Darium and neighboring nuclei, and many

other interesting features.

For many nuclear physicists the superdeformed nuclei became the

objects of particular fascination. But are they not merely manifesta-

tions of yet another minimum on the potential energy surfaces, which

have become so popular these days? Do they just produce a few more

rotational sequences of collective-rotational transitions?

2. SUPERDEFORMED NUCLEI. THEIR GENERAL IMPORTANCE IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS

The author is determined to answer the questions above with his

loud NO. What we may learn most precisely from superdeformed nuclear

behavior goes very deeply into quantum mechanics of many-body systems

and the forms of exotic behavior specific to nuclear forces. Here I

would like to mention only a few aspects which appear to me most

attractive.

Let us imagine a fast rotating nucleus on its way from a mod-

erately to a super-deformed configuration. The corresponding intrin-

sic rearrangements are enormous; just recall that typically about two

dozen nucleons need to change their orbitals of residence when the

nucleus passes this way. Because of these dramatic rearrangements one

is tempted to believe that the spherical shell structure with its

approximate pseudo - SU(3) and pseudo - spin symmetries will com-

pletely be forgotten in a superdeformed system. However, calculations

based both on the 'universal' Woods-Saxon approach7] and on the

Nilsson model8] indicate that those symmetries lead to a systematic

appearance of approximately degenerate multiplets giving rise to the

equally systematic abundance scheme of superdeformed shell closures.

By studying them from the experimental point of view we should learn

about these so-called residual symmetries9], about the multiplet

degeneracies at various deformed shapes... - and first of all whether

such multiplets really exist in nature!

The multiplet structures in deformed nuclei together with the



specific positions of intruder orbitals result in a prediction of even

"more superdeformed" (hyperdeformed) configurations at even higher

spins10]. These exciting nuclear configurations would provide the

world record in terms of nuclear collective E2 transitions (B[E2] ~

10,000 W.u.) compared to ~ 200 W.u. in "normal" nuclei). Moreover,

the corresponding giant dipole "cooling" effects are likely to

provide another world record of intensity at "low" energies with the

GDR energy, E p e s - (5 to 6) MeV compared to E p e s
 a 15 MeV in the

corresponding "normal" case.

Another class of fascinating, yet practically "untouched"

questions, can be posed in relation to good old pairing force. On

one hand, the concept of the monopole pairing interaction, seemingly

well established and studied, has recently been questioned on the

grounds manifested non-local ity uJ of tne force, Qn the other hand,

the rotation induced phase transitions remain to be taboo as far as

possible experimental manifestations go. (The idea of phase tran-

sitions in finite systems, as opposed to the infinite ones, need still

attention in the nuclear context. If in many cases, the nuclei are

not "too small" to manifest statistical behavior, are they really too

small to undergo the nucelar superfluid-to-normal phase transitions?).

We certainly approach the time of re-discussing the static and

dynamical pairing correlating in superdeformed nuclei (see e.g.

ref. 10).

The related (different) excitation patterns can probably also be

studied best in superdeformed nuclei, where the extremely disturbing

backbending (alignment) effects are strongly reduced. Because of this

reduction deviations from the rigid-body nuclear rotation pattern can

be studied optimally in that case. In addition, another pairing

related class of mechanisms comes into play in superdeformed nuclei.

Transitions between various deformed configurations have long been

viewed in terms of quantum mechanical barrier penetration. Now we are

offered two mechanisms to study: penetrability of the superfluid (at

low spins) and the normal (at the highest spins) phases through the

barriers of the total potential energy. The two phases of nuclear



matter may imply very distinct differences in shape transition proper-

ties12].

The origin of nuclear deformation has been viewed for a long time

by shell model theorists as related primarily to proton-neutron inter-

actions. This topic, still very actual, together with the distinct

role of the intruder orbitals will be revived in the session together

with a more detailed experimental discussion related to superdeformed

states. But the structure effects influence not only the nuclear

behavior in its particular configuration. No less fascinating are the

processes which lead to the various final states. Population of the

exotic state has so far been studied best with the help of statistical

(or Monte Carlo) simulations where the life times of various states,

average transition probabilities, shape changes, cooling, shell and

pairing effects conspire to bring an extreme variety of possibilities.

And this seems to be only the beginning.
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